Paradiene 30
Granule Color Selector
Granule Colors are:

Colors shown in blue type are standard Paradiene colors.
Colors shown in black are special made-to-order colors.

For customer service in North America:
Toll Free 1-800-922-8800

Colors shown below are representative samples. Due to the differences among computer monitors, these images should not be used to make a final color selection. Actual samples are available from your local Siplast representative.

Armor Gray A-801
Black A-340
Bone White A-720
Brown A-6
BW Bright White
Charcoal Gray A-358
Chocolate Brown A-552
Cinnamon Brown A-556
Earth Brown A-546
Forest Green A-171
Gray A-9
Light Gray A-116
Spanish Tile Red A-201
Stone Gray A-877